Plas-Tech for Plastic Manufacturing

Portfolio:

Plas-Tech, a member of Tetra Gulf Group of companies and factories, supports its production facilities by more than 12 automatic production lines with a capacity of 2500 tons per year. Dealing only with 100% virgin raw materials, delivering durable, heavy-duty, and high-quality products. Our production facilities are ready to support and fulfill our clients' requirements for different capacities, shapes, and designs of plastic bottles and cans as follows:

Products Categories

Chemical and Liquid Bottles

HDPE Bottles and Cans
1. 1 L Bottles
2. 2 L Bottles
3. 4 L Jerry Cans
4. 5 L Jerry Cans
5. 10 L Cans
6. 20 L Cans
7. 3 Us Gallon Cans
8. 750 ml special bottles
9. 1000 ml special bottles

PET Transparent Bottles
1. 300 ml hand soap and lotion bottles with trigger pumps
2. 500 ml hand soap and lotion bottles with trigger pumps
3. 500 ml dettol shape bottle
4. 750 ml dettol shape bottle
5. 1000 ml dettol shape bottle
6. 500 ml spray bottle with spray pump
7. 750 ml spray bottle with spray pump
8. 1000 ml spray bottle with spray pump
9. 1000 ml dish wash liquid bottles
10. 60 ml sanitizer get bottle with flip cap
**Other Applications Bottles**
1. Automobile oil bottles
2. Water handling bottles
3. Juice and dairy bottles
4. Food handling bottles
5. Chemical handling drums
6. Any customized size and shape bottles as per client design and requirements

**Injection Moulding Production**
1. Caps for wide range of Bottles
2. Inners for Bottles

**Added Value Features:**
- Degradable materials if required (Environment Friendly)
- Customized sizes – capacity and shape bottles as per client specifications
- Colors selection & Label for Bottles
- PP (Polypropylene) bottles – environment friendly to deal with Acid cotenants
- 24 to 48 hours delivery period – supported by huge production capacity
- 18 delivery trucks ready for deliveries all over UAE (Free Of Charge)
- Free samples for testing.

**Target and Vision:**
Made in UAE is our Target, to build the production facilities in our group for producing all imported products and make them available always with cheapest price and best quality.

Design – Customize – Quality and Price is our vision that we concentrate to get the client satisfaction, and fulfilling all applications categories and requirements.

ISO 9001:2008 Certified
OHSAS 18001:2007

**Contact Information**
- **Abu Dhabi Showroom** +971-2-631 6666 +971-2-633 4438 55117
- **Musaffah Showroom** +971-2-551 6955 +971-2-551 6550 55117
- **Dubai Showroom** +971-4-273 4342 +971-4-273 6361 41941

www.uaeclean.com gcce@emirates.net.ae